Nothing is Impossible
W E H AV E A V I S I O N ; I T W I L L H A P P E N

Education came into a bright spotlight in
the mid-nineties. The thrust rallied around
a simple battle cry—schools should not be
an assembly line where we send students
through their day and hang information on
each of them. In 1999, Alfie Kohn published a
book titled, The School Our Children Deserve.
Not surprisingly, the book challenges “the way
the ‘back to basics’ philosophy of teaching
treats children as passive receptacles into
which forgettable facts are poured.” Ten
years later, an inspired group of teachers
on the Pleasant Valley and Chico High
campus designed and implemented a public
charter school with the expressed interest of
answering this call to action to give children
the school they deserve. The public charter,
Inspire School of Arts and Sciences, opened
in the 2010–2011 school year. The challenges
were huge and the enthusiasm high enough to
fend off the resistance surrounding it. In that
first year, the paradox became firmly in place
that these students were definitely getting
the education they deserve. The irony is now
they are asking for help to get the matching
campus in order to have “the school these
children deserve.”
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In January of this year, Becky Brown was
named principal of Inspire School of Arts
and Sciences. At the time, she was confident
she knew “how to make decisions which
are best for our kids.” Becky was one of the
founding teachers of Inspire. Now, she turned
around and found herself in the middle of a
pandemic. Fortunately she is armed with a
pair of truths she knew for certain. First and
foremost, Inspire teaches their students to
be flexible, fearless, and competent problem
solvers. They also are trained to be creative
and innovative, leaving Becky with a vision
of this unprecedented event unfolding as
nothing more than an opportunity for her
students to shine by coming up with real
results and solutions to help manage the
mayhem. Inspire is a noun when referencing
the name of the school but actually serves
as the right verb when pointing to its diverse
educational approach. Becky suggests that true
inspiration stems from knowing “students need
not be compliant, nor afraid to fail.” All of this
represents the beginning of a story, not only
how but why the need exists to support and
invest in a better world, a better community,
for Inspire School of Arts and Sciences.

All of this is literally music to the ears of Ron
Pope, the founding father and resident rocker
of Inspire, as well as Eric Nilsson, the school’s
first principal. Both were involved in a schoolwithin-a-school as a part of a nineties trend
of Smaller Learning Communities on the Chico
Senior High campus. It was known as ACT—the
Academy of Communications and Technology
and was widely popular. Ron, and a group of
dedicated teachers, created the cutting edge
learning environment and successfully earned
contributing grants. Eric recalls not only the
enjoyment of teaching in such a setting but
still marvels at “what it can look like when a
team of educators are brought together.” The
Smaller Learning Communities flourished for
over a decade, but early in the new century,
the support diminished from the District and
school personnel.
Fortunately, Ron Pope and his cast of
crusaders were at the ready, spending the
entire 2009–2010 school year bringing the
vision of Inspire as a public charter into
fruition. Realizing how shifts in educational
changes often by “throwing out everything
that works, turning instead to what may

work.” As a result, Ron spent one period a
week talking with a class of ACT seniors
about what this school should look like. Not
surprisingly, many of the ideas the students
wanted were shared with what the adults
were looking for. Many of these kids would not
have blossomed in a regular school setting.
They learned as students in ACT that science
supports making connections with what they
can do, be it playing the guitar or mastering
a computer program, with the standards and
requirements placed upon them, everything
turns out for the better. The year long banter
culminated into sensible additions to the
application for the charter along with some
insights in jest. One came from a panel
discussion with adults in the room. The
suggestion was if you want to see change in
schools, “have teachers stop making copies.”
However, the ultimate paradigm shift occurred
during the entire process, and was infused
into the essence of the new school in the
making. Change the schedule. The antiquated
and restrictive six period day would not allow
the students enrolling in Inspire to follow
their intended path. It did not allow for
enough time.

offers majors and multiple majors. The course
of these classes included a STEM (Science
Technology Engineering & Mathematics)
capstone project. Lianne partnered up with
a senior and they produced an APP raising
awareness of recyclability to local areas. In
addition, Lianne was able to join the orchestra
and found herself in the pit playing the
score for the school’s musical, Oklahoma.
Two important matters to her were realized
through the expanded schedule. The first
allowed her the ability to have a foreign
language each year and the second, the
blessing of having independent study Physical
Education which gave her credit for her
pursuits outside the school day. For certain
though, it is not all about the schedule.

Luciano Castaldo, a 12th grader came to Inspire
based on their “great theatre program.” He
has flourished in his four year acting stint,
culminating in winning the Rita Moreno award
for his role in the Addam’s Family. Luciano
explains the teachers find a way to help and
support anything we want to do, and admits,
he, “Loves the staff.” He goes on to say they
are not teachers, more like friends. Victoria
Nighten, also a 12th grader, came to Inspire
to major In dance. She gets excited about
accomplishing so much, but is proudest of
being, “The first ever mouse queen in the
Nutcracker Ballet.” Victoria discovered Inspire
was all about pride, learning, and how to
persevere. Avery Munson Clark, a 10th grader,
could not decide if Inspire was where you
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Inspire School of Arts and Sciences opened in
the fall of 2010 with a block schedule firmly
in place. The schedule allows students to
have eight classes, opening doors otherwise
tightly shut. Monday through Thursday, four
of those classes meet in a ninety minute
time frame. Fridays served as a rotating shift
between the eight classes. An additional
caveat to the block schedule is the half hour
advisory, placing a teacher with a group
of students for myriad reasons. The same
teacher stays with this advisory for all four
years, ensuring a lasting relationship and
establishing a trusted adult for each student.
Ron emphasized the advisory, “gives them
a person to go to for anything.” Eric added
the importance of the block schedule was
the result of “having thinking kids, trained
in both the sciences and the arts.” As already
modeled by the innovative manner of forming
this inspirational learning environment, if
you want to really know what is going on, ask
the kids. Lianne Huber, an 11th grader, very
well may be the poster child for the benefits
of the block schedule. She came out of a K–8
charter school in Oroville and discovered
both high schools there offered a six period
day. Wanting a huge emphasis on both
science and engineering, Lianne jumped at
the opportunity to attend Inspire and have
a double major in both fields. Yes, Inspire
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what makes it great.” But to take music and
dance and theatre and art and everything
science, and keep it trapped in a village
of portable classrooms is one thing. Then
placing that village literally in Chico Senior
High’s backyard is altogether another. For
the entire nine year existence, this has been
Inspire’s Achilles heel. Until now. The cover
of this magazine and the pages of this article
are sprinkled with the renderings of Inspire’s
new campus. The Chico Unified School District
has paved the way for the new campus to be
constructed on the Canyon View site east of
Chico. Becky Brown knows how big a challenge
this presents, as she understands, “We can’t
run an arts school on the revenues from our
average daily attendance (ADA).” Big challenge
indeed. With the district making the land
available and a generous grant from the
State, Becky admits, “It gives me so much
hope.” What’s left is some good old fashion
“Divine intervention.”

Clearly, Inspire School of Arts and Sciences
is the school these students deserve. Kohn’s
book by the same title, celebrates such
endeavors. He suggests, “The features of our
children’s classrooms that we find the most
reassuring—largely because we recognize
them from our own days in school—typically
turn out to be those least likely to help
students become effective and enthusiastic
learners.” Like the students unveiled in this
piece. The truth is, whereas, Inspire, the
school is what they deserve, Inspire, the
campus is woefully inadequate. To maintain a
school like this is hard enough. Hard, like the
lines from the movie A League of Their Own.
“Hard, it’s supposed to be hard. If it wasn’t
hard, everyone would be doing it. The hard is

Enter Celeste Cramer and a wonderful
Foundation with a plan. Celeste, the
Development Director for the Inspire
Foundation has both answers and solutions.
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On April 15th, the Foundation launched its
campaign, understandably dubbed “It’s time
to build them the school they deserve.” It is
impressive and well organized, including
the search for donors, events, and maybe a
miracle or two. This glimpse inside Inspire
hopefully served as an impetus truly to
inspire donors, inspire people to take action,
and actively assist in this unbelievably
worthwhile campaign. If you are moved, go to
SupportInspire.com or follow the Foundation’s
FaceBook page. Celeste, in her informational
letter, recognizes the urgency, while at the
same time realizes, “I think we all need a
little cheer right now, so let's do this together!”
During the interview, each student was asked
to sum up or define Inspire in three words.
As always, it’s right to follow the children,
including Lianne Huber, who painted this
entire endeavor succinctly.
“Nothing is Impossible. We have a vision;
it will happen.”
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT THE INSPIRE
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES WEBSITE,
INSPIRECHICO.ORG.
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“Find your passion or follow your passion?” The
smiling film-maker ultimately figured it was
both. Munson and his senior partner won a
regional competition, advancing to the State
and ultimately competed in the SkillsUSA
digital arts featuring the making of a five
minute film in 36 hours. An alumni from the
first four years, Emily Teague, admitted it
was kind of a risk enrolling in a new school,
but she had heard good things. She now
puts it this way, “Inspire formed a group of
passionate teachers, who cared so much, and
not just about school, but life too—creating
relationships that were so important.” She
praised Becky Brown as “her favorite teacher
ever, a really special person.” Emily believes
Inspire “shaped who I am today.” All of these
students agree Inspire is a place where
students are “free to explore and are allowed
to have power.” With a supporting and
accepting group of teachers, the students
find a balance between both.

